
2022 Revol Tour Rules
International Roundnet Federation Rules (IRF Rules) will be used except for the
following:

Equipment

A Revol set and a Sunny 300 mini ball

Ball inflation - The ball should be soft and have a diameter of ~ 12.5 cm (4.9 inches)

Serve

Serving line at 6’ (1,83 m) from the edge of the set

Server’s feet can’t be wider than shoulder width before the pivot step.

The point starts when the server says the score and the receiver agrees.

The server may take one step in any direction. This action establishes the pivot foot.

Serve fault if:

a. Ball hits the lip
b. The server does not maintain at least one point of contact with his pivot foot and

non-pivot foot during the act of serving.
c. The server touches the serving line or the ground inside the serving line during

the act of serving

The receiving team can call a serve fault if the serve is higher than the receiver’s palm
with his arm in full extension straight up while standing up (knees not bent and heels on
the ground).

Before the serve, the server’s teammate can position himself next to the server or in
between the two players of the receiving team without hindering them.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5f4677d15add242b3dd3415e/t/61720018ad7353509e9de1db/1634861081228/IRF+Rules+10.21.2021.docx+%281%29.pdf


Fault

Fault if:

a. The ball touches the lip at any time during the point.
b. The ball touches the ground inside or on the serving line and the hitter doesn’t

have a point of contact with the ground outside of the serving line while hitting the
ball

Rules to increase rally %

Ball cannot land inside the serving line if the hitter does not have a point of contact
outside of the serving line.

Carries are legal but the ball can’t be catched.

No “No Hit Zone”

NHZ is not needed with Revol.

Disagreement without observers

No redo if a majority of players agree on the call.


